Pig diagram for meat parts

Expert butcher Tom Mylan talks pork with Modern Farmer, walking us through the commonly
sold pork cuts, from nose to tail. In general, the primal pork cuts from the top of the pig like the
loin are leaner and more tender than those from the bottom. But cooking the tougher cuts like
the shoulder and the hocks low and slow can make them tender and juicy. Pork shoulder chops
are sold with bones, but those are less common. A typical preparation? Pulled pork. But the
picnic ham is the lower part of shoulder. The sizeable fat cap on the picnic ham is great for
making cracklings. These come directly off the picnic ham. Cook: Use the brined and smoked
version for beans or collard greens. Thick or thin, bone-in or bone-less pork chops are cut from
meat perpendicular to the spine, often from the loin. Pork chops from the shoulder end are
fattier than from the loin end. This way, says Mylan, you render all the fat. When you debone a
pork loin, the ribs that come off of that are the baby back ribs. They are a more tender rib
option: The meat in between the ribs is a loin meat instead of a belly meat. Bacon is pork belly
cured, smoked, and sliced. Belly is super â€” you can do all kinds of stuff with belly. Spare ribs
come off of the belly. Cook : Braising, smoking or low-temp grilling. Turn the oven up to to
brown them off. Continuing to move back, next up is sirloin, which is often cut up into chops.
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Necessary non-necessary. Pork is divided into large sections called primal cuts, illustrated in
the pig diagram. These primal cuts are then broken down further into individual retail cuts,
which is what you find at the grocery store. The most tender cuts of pork are from the rib and
loin. It's where the expression "high on the hog" comes from. The most desirable cuts of meat
come from higher up on the animal. By contrast, the shank and shoulder muscles produce the
toughest cuts. Despite what its name might indicate, the pork butt, also called the Boston butt,
comes from the upper shoulder of the hog. Consisting of parts of the neck, shoulder blade, and
upper arm, the pork butt is a moderately tough cut of pork with a good deal of connective
tissue. Just above the Boston butt is a section of fat called the clear plate or fatback , which can
be used for making lard, salt pork, or added to sausage or ground pork. Another tough cut, the
pork shoulder also called the picnic shoulder is frequently cured or smoked. Pork shoulder is
also used for making ground pork or sausage meat. The pork shoulder is sometimes roasted,
but it's not really ideal for this. The tenderloin is taken from the rear of the pork loin and
baby-back ribs come from the upper ribcage area of the loin. Above the loin is another section
of fatback which can be used for making lard , salt pork, or added to sausage or ground pork.
The back leg of the hog is where we get fresh, smoked, or cured hams. Serrano ham and
prosciutto are made from hams that are cured, smoked, and then air-dried. Fresh hams are
usually roasted, but they can be cut into ham steaks as well. The ham hock, which is used
extensively in southern U. The ham hock is often braised with collards or other greens. Pork
belly meat can also be rolled and roasted or even cut into steaks. Taken from the belly side of
the ribs where they join the breastbone, pork spareribs are often prepared by grilling very
slowly over low temperatures. Pork spareribs can also be braised or cooked in a crock pot. The

pork jowl is mostly used in making sausages, although it can also be cured and made into
bacon. In Italian cooking, cured pork jowl is referred to as guanciale. High in collagen, pork feet
are excellent sources of gelatin and are frequently added to soups and stews. Long, slow
simmering breaks down the tough connective tissues in the pork foot and tenderizes the meat.
Pork feet can also be cured, smoked, or even pickled. Pig feet are a key ingredient in the
traditional Mexican menudo. Pork Butt or Boston Butt. Continue to 2 of 8 below. Pork Shoulder
Picnic Shoulder. Continue to 3 of 8 below. Pork Loin. Continue to 4 of 8 below. Continue to 5 of
8 below. Pork Side Pork Belly. Continue to 6 of 8 below. Pork Spareribs. Continue to 7 of 8
below. Pork Jowl. Continue to 8 of 8 below. Pork Foot. Read More. I have seen another Fresh
Cuts Chart that conflicts with this one, but this one seems to have more support. Click on Chart
for Larger. Search CloveGarden. Shoulder Pork shoulder is somewhat more tender than leg and
still has excellent flavor, but for pork it doesn't make nearly as much difference as it does with
beef. This is one of the most practical parts of the pig for roasting. It is relatively inexpensive
and very easy to prepare. This cut is a bit disorganized looking because of the complex bone
structure that must be removed. Sliced from the Picnic Shoulder and deboned, this cut is a bit
messy due to the missing bones, but is popular in the Philippine markets. Note in the photo the
skin is still on, preferred by Filipinos for chops as well. This is a boneless cut consisting of
several muscles from the Picnic Shoulder. The cuts may be various sizes. A common roast. The
complex bone structure and substantial fat deposites make other uses more difficult. This cut
may optionally be rolled and netted to make a roast of uniform thickness. This is the pig version
of the beef "7 bone steak", a slice from the Boston Butt. A boneless version is While the bulk of
pig legs go to be cured and smoked to produce hams, there are still plenty available fresh. The
photo specimen was It included the hock, which was cut through the bone but left attached by
skin. Because of its large size over 20 pounds markets generally sell half loins, bone in and
boneless, but a whole loin can often be had on request. This whole loin was 31 inches long, 7
inches wide, 4 inches thick and weighed 22 pounds 6 ounces. Shoulder end is to the right, ham
end to the left, including the tenderloin bottom left. A center cut loin is shorter with both the
extreme ends cut off. The boneless loin is generally sold as a center cut as in the photo or a half
loin. This is the Boneles Loin rolled up and tied with string so it presents a uniform thickness
for oven roasting. Full length can be supplied to restaurants but in the markets it's more likely
to be a half loin as shown in the photo. This is a specially trimmed boneless loin containing only
the main muscles. It is used mainly to make Canadian Bacon. Why they're called "baby" is
beyond me. This is the set of ribs from the loin cut away from the spine. Basically it's the rib
part of the loin after the meaty boneless loin has been removed. These ribs don't have the
cartilagenous material found with spare ribs. This muscle structure is found on the inside of the
ribcage at the aft end of the loin. Getting relatively little excercise and pretty much devoid of fat
or connective tissue it's the most tender meat on the pig. With the side muscle on it weighed 1
pound 6 ounces. The photo shows pork chops from three positions on the loin. To the left is
from the shoulder end A rib chops , center cut in the middle and sirloin end B end chops on the
right. The classic "pork chop" shaped center cut chops usually sell at a higher price and sirloin
end chops at the lowest price. Pork chops typically weigh between 6 and 8 ounces each. These
are made from the rib section at the shoulder end of the whole loin. The spine is removed but
leaving the feather bones above and the ribs below. The meaty part above the ribs is cut leaving
half with the ribs and half with the feather bones. It is a meaty and economical cut for the
budget conscious. This part of the pig provides some very important products, including spare
ribs, bacon and salt pork. Most pork bellies go straight to processors to cure, smoke and slice
into bacon, but fresh pork belly is widely used in Asian recipes. The photo specimen is a half
belly with skin, including the part that was over the spare ribs. A cross section slice is to the
left. The photo specimen was 14 inches long, A whole belly would be 28 inches long and weigh
about 13 pounds. Spare ribs underlie the front portion of the Pork Belly cut. The photo
specimen is cut lengthwise "Santa Barbara style". The upper section, if sold separately, would
be "Saint Louis Ribs". Be aware, if using English recipes, that in the UK "Spare Ribs" is a cut
from the top of the shoulder and actually contains no ribs see British Chart. Salt Pork is brined
pork belly, the same as bacon but not smoked, and with the skin on. It was formerly a very
popular ingredient in American cuisine, but fell out of favor due to the American Heart
Association's misguided vendetta against the natural fats we evolved with in favor of deadly
trans fats. While these unnumbered cuts are not normal to American supermarkets, they are
very popular in some other countries. Here in Southern California they are all now easily
available from ethnic markets. The main use for pig heads in North America is the making of
head cheese, a large sausage like item. Unfortunately they are still not easy to find even in the
ethnic markets in Southern California. The photo specimen, a half head, weighing around 5
pounds and yielded about 3 pounds of material suitable for head cheese. Regretably the ear

was removed, but those are easily replaced from the Philippine markets. This is kind of a
"secret cut", unknown to the general public and still economical. It is very lean and tough, but
with a lot of connective tissue in it, making it moist, tender and very flavorful with long cooking.
Ideal for braises and stews. The Jowl is just below the cheek, and is very different from the
cheek. Fresh Pork Jowl Meat is an unusual cut here in North America, it's just the thickness of
the meat layer. For the more familiar cured products Hog Jowl Bacon and Guanciale , which use
the whole thickness, see our Pork Products page. Pig necks are a convenient and economical
ingredient for making soup stocks, soups and stews. Pig snouts are widely available in
Philippine and other Asian markets. Their major North American use is for pickling. Pig ears are
prized for their unique textures, chewy or gelatinous depending on how long they are cooked on
the outside and crunchy in the inside. They are often used in Asian salads. Tails are popular in
most pig raising regions and treated similarly to pig feet, but they are meatier with a lot less
tendons. Those shown in the photo were prepared in the way normal for Asian markets, cut to
lengths and split in half lengthwise. Markets for other ethnic populations may prepare them less
thoroughly. Most Americans are familiar with the smoked "ham hock" form used in our
Southern cuisine, but fresh ham hocks are widely available in ethnic and specialty markets. In
Europe, salt cured but unsmoked hocks are often used. Pig feet are widely used throughout
Europe, Asia, Mexico and parts of South America, both to add body to soups and stews and
cooked on their own or pickled. The photo shows the common form, just the foot, and the long
form with hock. Pig skin is used in many recipes, from Southeast Asia through China and
Mexico. In traditional agricultural regions, all edible parts of an animal are eaten, including
internal organs. These are different in taste and texture from muscle meats and some are highly
prized and expensive. Most Americans, however, are unfamiliar with them and how they are
used, so innards tend to be rather economical here. Pork tongues are eaten by pretty much
every culture where pig is a significant item in the diet. They are not nearly as fatty as cow
tongues but like them are sometimes pickled. It cooked down to 7 ounces. Pork kidneys are
eaten by pretty much every culture where pork is a significant item in the diet. Though larger in
size, they are similar shape and taste and are generally interchangeable with lamb kidneys
unless you're a Muslim or observant Jew. As with the livers of other meat animals, pig liver is
usually cooked with onions. Pig hearts are eaten by pretty much every culture where pig is a
significant item in the diet. The meat is dark and tough so needs long cooking simmering about
4 hours. These are usually labeled "Pork Melts" in the markets to avoid the rather anatomical
designation "Spleen". Long and thin, they are often used rolled up. Pig lungs are popular in the
Philippines, particularly for a dish called bopis, but selling lungs is not legal in the United States
so bopis has to be made without them here, unless you slaughter your own pig. The pig, being
an omnivore like humans, has a stomach much different from that of cows and sheep. It is
usually stuffed and sewn up but may also be an ingredient like tripe. This is the rectum and
large intestine of the pig. In the west it is commonly used as a large sausage casing. In East and
Southeast Asia it is a popular street food. I have not yet found these in Los Angeles, though
they are popular in the Philippines to make a simered, then deep fried, appetizer called
Chicharon Bituka. These are removed from the Ruffle see below and sold separately. The
sub-mucosa membrane layer is also stripped off to make sausage casings, which are easily
available here in Asian markets. Not actually fat, though it is fatty. This is the mesentary of the
pig, a fold of the body cavity wall that serves to hold the small intestine in place, yet give it a lot
of freedom to expand and contract. Preparing this as an appetizer, Chicharong Bulaklak is a
Philippine specialty. This is a fatty membrane greater omentum from the inside of the pig's body
cavity. It is held highly desirable for a number of European recipes as a wrapper that will
automatically baste what it is wrapped around. It was purchased from the freezer cases of a
large Asian market in Los Angeles. Pig brains are eaten in some cultures and are particularly
popular in the Philippines, but current thinking in North America is that they are not entirely
safe. I have not seen them for sale in Southern California. At this writing there is an onging
investigation of severe nervous problems at a pig processing plant where the brains were blown
out with compressed air. Pig testicles are popular in Romania but are pretty much unavailable in
North America. Here nearly all male pigs are castrated right after birth when their testicles are
still too undeveloped for sale. Sheep testicles are fairly available and can be used as a
substitute. This part cuts into uniquely shaped pieces with a texture that's equally unique. They
can be served simmered in sauces or as an appetizer with dips. But my favorite grilled or
barbecued animal of choice? It is perhaps the pig. Pork is undeniably one of the most
commonly consumed meats in the world. My preference for swine is due to the meat being
sweet and juicy, almost to the point of being deliciously unctuous. I also love pig because there
is simply so much you can do with it and types of meat they offer. I mean, you can get ribs,
pulled pork, ham, St. Where do you start? Basically, the leaner and more tender cuts are located

at the top of a pig, whereas the lower parts are tougher, fattier, and often require longer cooking
times at lower temps to make them juicy and tender. The cuts below are generally what you find
around the United States. Internationally, your mileage may vary when it comes to precise cuts
and names. Sometimes pork shoulder chops are sold with bones, but those are a little less
common. Shoulders can be oven-roasted or braised, but by far my favorite way of preparation is
barbecuing them slowly over low heat. I like using apple, hickory, peach or pecan wood for the
smoke. Cook them in your BBQ smoker for approximately one hour per pound, until the internal
temperature of the shoulder reaches at least F. These can be smoked or braised. Louis metro
area, then you surely know about the delicacy that is a wonderfully-grilled pork steak. Pork Loin
Going back a little, we find the loin. Pork Chops Thick or thin, bone-in or boneless pork chops
are cut from meat perpendicular to the spine, often from the loin. It can be grilled, smoked, or
baked. Bacon is pork belly that is cured, smoked, and sliced. Baby Back Ribs When you
de-bone a pork loin, the ribs that come off of that are the baby back ribs. They are a more tender
rib option: The meat in between the ribs is loin meat instead of belly meat. Spare Ribs Spare
ribs come off of the belly. Spare ribs are available as both regular style or St. Louis style spare
ribs, the latter of which have had the sternum bone, cartilage, and rib tips removed. The St.
Louis cut shape is almost rectangular. Although baby backs and spares are similar in a lot of
ways, the spares are the ones usually cooked up in BBQ competitions. Sirloin Yes, even hogs
have sirloins. This
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weird, irregular-shaped section of pork is often cut into chops, and are meatier and have more
flavor. Rear Leg Most people eat the rear leg as ham â€” cured, smoked and processed in some
kind of way. Hock The rear hock is just like the shank of the front leg. It usually comes cured
and smoked. One such usage is Porchetta di Testa salami made from both the meat and skin of
a pig head. Ears Eaten more internationally than Stateside, ears can be boiled, grilled, roasted
or pickled. In St. Jowls A soul food staple, pork jowls are cured and smoked. Also used to make
guanciale in Italy. Tail It can be grilled or oven-baked. Although having a bit more cartilage and
less meat, tails can be similar to eating pork ribs. Not good for much except for adding flavor to
stock, as trotters are virtually all cartilage. Your email address will not be published. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Add a Comment
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